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This letter is a call to action. Worcester is embarking on a new 10-year Cultural Plan which fosters an open and
interactive relationship with the community and its government to ensure a better quality of life for everyone. In 
2018, the City Administration partnered with the Worcester Cultural Coalition and the Greater Worcester
Community Foundation to craft a Worcester Cultural Plan that is inclusive, and embraces arts for all. 

Arts, cultuArts, culture, and creativity play a critical role in Worcester’s evolution as a great city.  Just as we are the Heart of 
the Commonwealth, so is our cultural heritage the heart of our community. Worcester’s museums, libraries, parks, 
and educational institutions date back hundreds of years.  Worcester is the home of poets, musicians, painters 
and dancers of world renown. We are a proud city of neighborhoods, makers, artists, and immigrants with
ttraditions that make us a city of creative community engagement. Arts and culture brings our city to life, helps us 
vision and experience the world in new ways, provides healing and gives voice to all. That is why the time is right 
for a new Cultural Plan which embraces the arts as not just nice, but necessary for Worcester to thrive and evolve 
into a truly creative city.

The Worcester Cultural Plan is unique in that it is embedded in the City’s Masterplan. Arts and Culture are
cacatalysts for creative economic development, embedding art into our streetscapes and design, lifting up our rich 
immigrant experiences and shining a spotlight on all we offer, knowing that great cities embrace arts and culture. 
Over the past year, hundreds of individuals have participated in forums, discussions and surveys to develop this 
plan. An advisory team has worked tirelessly to bring this work to fruition.
 
The CultuThe Cultural Plan embeds creativity in the design of our streets, youth engagement, and education, support of our 
neighborhoods through celebration and creative entrepreneurship, and support for cultural organizations, artists 
and neighborhood cultural centers.

The Cultural Plan is laid out with goals, strategies and partnerships throughout the next decade. This is not a plan 
for the meek: it is a call to action. With this new plan we have a roadmap to bring our city to life through arts and 
creativity.

WWe extend our sincere thanks to Creative Community Builders for facilitating the process and the hundreds who 
have participated.  We are committed to lifting up our creative community, working with and challenging the
creative arts and cultural sectors along with private developers, entrepreneurs, citizens and philanthropists to take 
us to new heights as Worcester, the truly creative city. 

Dear Worcester: 
May 2019
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A city with strong physical and social cohesion that enables ease of 
movement for people of all ages, abilities, and means;  

A city that supports innovation and entrepreneurship, learning, and 
cultural opportunities for all; 
  
A city that A city that reflects its heritage, its diverse cultures, and new ideas in 
its public spaces, downtown, natural and built environments, and in 
its neighborhoods; 

A city where daily life is supported by local commerce, services, and 
activities related to the diverse traditions, creative expressions, and 
collective celebrations of all its people.

WORCESTER IS:

OUR VISION



Worcester’s growing 19th century industrial and social prowess 
was evidenced in the dedication of the new City Hall in 1898. Built 
by master local builders, the Norcross Brothers, the imposing
European-inspired granite building replaced the 18th century Old 
South Church and the 1820s city hall. Rising some 200 feet above 
a busy Main Street and thriving downtown, it stood as a bold
reminder to all that Worcester, was indeed, the “City of Prosperity.”  

WWorcester continued to boom well into the 20th century.
Downtown was filled with stores and shoppers, and local industries 
supplied the needs of the country in both war and peace. In 1949 
Worcester received its first All-America City Award, presented to 
communities for effectively addressing their most critical
challenges. Worcester’s vision for its future began to turn to
ddowntown redevelopment – replacing aging buildings, establishing 
new industrial parks on the edge of the City, and redesigning the 
commercial/pedestrian city core. Powered by the automobile, 
Worcester’s population moved farther out, creating new
neighborhoods, shopping centers, and alternatives to “downtown.”  

But, moBut, more change was afoot, prompting the City to again evolve 
and reinvent itself. With the reduction in manufacturing and indus-
try, local leaders fought to have the University of Massachusetts
Medical School open in Worcester in 1962. Combined with the 
many colleges and universities already here, it led to a shift in em-
phasis from the “mechanical” arts to education and medicine. New 
collaborations between civic leadership, community institutions, 
and local investors emerged, as did new opportunities for
employment and creative endeavors. 

When Route 290 bisected the City in 1970, it enhanced Worces-
ter’s role as a transportation hub, but divided the City more than 
just physically, amplifying the local impact of the social challenges 
that were sweeping the nation. Again, local leaders sought new
strategies for building social and communal cohesion while also 
keeping the City moving forward.

Worcester has always been a city of vision and passion, informed 
by its history. At the dawn of the 21st century, Worcester remains 
the “Heart of the Commonwealth” with expanding business
opportunities, exciting neighborhoods, a vibrant cultural life, global 
leadership status in medical science and biotechnology, renewed 
rail service, a new economic model for a redefined downtown, and 
an ever-expanding diversity of people, ideas and dreams. 

 

Officially founded on June 13, 1722, Worcester’s story is one of
innovation, creativity, diversity and enterprise, of people inspiring 
the continuous reinvention of this wonderful community.

For centuries the area was home to people whose ancestors had 
migrated from Asia. In 1674 English colonists pushed west,
pupurchasing eight square miles (Worcester, Holden and part of 
Auburn) from the native Nipmuc inhabitants. In 1713, after two 
failed settlement attempts, Jonas Rice and his family moved onto 
what is now Union Hill, setting in motion the Worcester of today. 

In 1731, as the county was being organized, Worcester, not the
lalargest of the area’s towns, but centrally located, was designated 
the county seat. Court meetings brought crowds to Main Street 
every few months, and Worcester continued to grow, prosper and 
evolve.

The American ReThe American Revolution and subsequent years saw new people 
claiming social, economic and political prominence in Worcester, 
sparking its 19th century evolution from an agricultural town to 
what by the end of the century would be a major industrial city. 
Completion of the Blackstone Canal in 1828 energized all of central 
Massachusetts to look to the new “port of Worcester.” However, it 
was the arrival of steam soon thereafter that truly changed 
WWorcester and confirmed its self-proclaimed role as the “Heart of 
the Commonwealth.” 

By mid-century, steam power had launched a new era in
Worcester’s industrial history, powering its growing number of 
acactories as well as the railroads that connected the town and its 
products to the world. People flocked to Worcester to populate the 
jobs. In a short time, Worcester grew from a town of nearly 4,000 
to almost 17,000. On February 29, 1848, the community was
officially reorganized as a city.

Industry flourished as Worcester supplied the world with an
amazing and eamazing and ever-growing diversity of products – wire, looms, 
monkey wrenches, steam calliopes, grinding wheels, and so many 
more. People came in ever increasing numbers from points near 
and far to take up new residency, many for their first time in the 
United States. These arrivals brought with them new traditions,
langualanguages and religions, often established new neighborhoods, and 
continued to inform the social, cultural and economic evolution of 
the City. 

A BRIEF HISTORY OF WORCESTER
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Working together and in partnership and transparency across the range of community
priorities and perspectives among residents and nonprofits, civic, educational, and business 
sectors to achieve mutual goals.

Imagining possibilities and supporting individual and collective aspirations of Worcester 
residents to create, innovate, and include all people in opportunities.

Including the diIncluding the diversity of people and ideas in every arena; welcoming, listening to 
and including stories and visions whether familiar, different, or entirely new.

Grounding community work in the City’s rich and complex history, unique qualities, 
assets and advantageous geographic location.

Sharing spaces in the public arena, in daily life, and in special celebrations and through
collaboration in development and/or management of civic and cultural resources.

VALUES GUIDING THE PLAN



celebrations of all its people.
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GOALS



GOALS & OUTCOMES
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GOALS & OUTCOMES
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III. Cultural Equity, Access, and Inclusion 
OUTCOME III.1: EQUITY IN MOBILITY AND ACCESS
Equitable opportunities for mobility across the City begin with young people in school and people with 
mobility challenges, including the elderly.

OUTCOME III.2: LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
Leaders fLeaders from communities of color hold key positions in existing institutions, civic organizations, and the 
political arena as the social and cultural entrepreneurs critical to the community's success.

OUTCOME III.3: A CITY OF WELCOMING AND BELONGING
Worcester is a welcoming and inclusive community with a sense of connection, pride, and stewardship 
among people of all backgrounds, that encourages positive associations that honor and maintain cultural 
identity. 

OUTCOME III.4: INCLUSIVITY IN ARTS & CULTURE ORGANIZATIONS
All cultuAll cultural institutions in the City have established and strive for ambitious diversity, equity, inclusions, 
and accessibility goals (DEIA), and have become leaders in advancing widely these shared community
priorities.

GOALS & OUTCOMES
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IV. Youth, Education, and Family Engagement
OUTCOME IV.1: YOUNG CHILDREN AND THEIR FAMILIES
Early exposure to arts and culture in pre-school and pre-K adds to young children's development, sets 
them on a path to aesthetic appreciation and cultural understanding, and gives them wonderful memories 
to share with their families.

OUTCOME IV.2: SCHOOL-AGE CHILDREN
WWorking together, schools and the cultural and creative sector have closed funding gaps and provided 
arts education as a core to school curriculum.

OUTCOME IV.3: YOUNG VOICES/YOUNG LEADERS
Worcester is rejuvenated by motivated and capable young people; their meaningful engagement and
leadership begun through community cultural efforts.

OUTCOME IV.4: COLLEGE STUDENTS
AcAcross the nine colleges in the City, young adults find enrichment and new connections through cultural 
engagement that enriches their time in college and deepens their relationship to the City.

OUTCOME IV.5: ADVOCATING FOR YOUTH
Greater coordination and interconnection between the cultural community and services, institutions, and 
programs serving and advocating for the needs of young people lead to a stronger network of services for 
all youth.

GOALS & OUTCOMES
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V. Creativity and Innovation
OUTCOME V.1: CONNECTING ARTISTS AND CREATIVES
Artists and creative entrepreneurs find critical ideas, inspiration, and resources from high levels of
interactivity and close proximity with other artists, with entrepreneurs, and communities in which they 
live, learn, work, and play.

OUTCOME V.2: CONNECTING CREATIVES ACROSS SECTORS
CCreative thinking is infused into many professions and areas across the City for the benefit of business, 
higher education, the public sector, and neighborhoods - enabling more artists to earn a good living.

OUTCOME V.3: A CREATIVE CITY
Artists find that Worcester is supportive of their work and Worcester sees more ways that artists support 
a stronger and more successful city.

OUTCOME V.4: CREATIVE SPACES AND PLACES
Artists and cultural organizations find ample and affordable spaces to live, work, and engage with
communities accommunities across all Worcester neighborhoods.

GOALS & OUTCOMES
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Shape and tell the “Worcester Story” through a cohesive image and brand that reflects and highlights the City’s many 
strengths.
PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY:   City of Worcester
NOTATION:      Goal I; Outcome I.1: Strategic Activities I.1.A., I.1.B., I.1.C.

Install branding and wayfinding that welcomes people to Worcester at key entrances to the City and to distinctive
neighborhoods.
PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY:   Planning Division; Cultural Development Office; Department of Public Works & Parks
NNOTATION:      Goal I; Outcome I.2: Strategic Activity I.2.C.

Promote neighborhoods based on their unique assets – like cultural spaces, history, college campuses, events, parks,
architecture, food, restaurants and shopping.
PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY:   Discover Central Mass; Worcester Cultural Coalition
NOTATION:      Goal I; Outcome I.2: Strategic Activity I.2.A.

Identify existing neighborhood nodes that are gathering places for our wide range of geographically and ethnically based 
communities.
PRIMAPRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY:   Office of Economic Development
NOTATION:      Goal II; Outcome II.2: Strategic Activity II.2.A.

Work with City agencies and civic groups to enhance connections and communications with our colleges & universities, the 
airport, hotels, and the cultural sector.
PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY:   Discover Central Mass; City Manager’s Office
NOTATION:      Goal I; Outcome I.3: Strategic Activity I.3.B.

Expand implementExpand implementation of the complete streets policy, and continue streetscape updating throughout the City, prioritizing 
areas adjacent to schools and public gathering places.
PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY:   Planning Division; Cultural Development Office; Department of Public Works & Parks
NOTATION:      Goal II; Outcome II.1: Strategic Activities II.1.A., II.1.B.

Work collaboratively to deliver improvements to the City’s public transportation system to help people efficiently get to all 
areas of the City 
PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY:   Worcester Regional Transit Authority
NNOTATION:      Goal III; Outcome III.1: Strategic Activities III.1.A., III.1.B.

Engage with business and property owners to activate empty storefronts as creative spaces and provide opportunities for 
collaboration between artists, residents, businesses, and community organizations.
PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY:   Office of Economic Development, Division of Business & Community Development, Cultural Development Division
NOTATION:      Goal II; Outcome II.2: Strategic Activity II.2.E.

Engage “9-to-5ers” downtown by encouraging business as well as civic and cultural groups to offer incentives to
participate in activities and organizations after work.
PRIMAPRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY:   Worcester Regional Chamber of Commerce
NOTATION:      Goal II; Outcome II.3: Strategic Activity II.3.C.

Expand municipal Public Art program to include a “Percent for Art” requirement for state and municipal capital
construction projects.
PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY:   Cultural Development Division
NOTATION:      Goal II; Outcome II.4: Strategic Activity II.4.C.

TOP 20 PRIORITIES
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Improve City regulations to make public spaces more user-friendly for organized events, and encourage an expanded mix 
and range of public space programming.
PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY:   Cultural Development Division, Department of Public Works & Parks
NOTATION:      Goal II; Outcome II.4: Strategic Activities II.4.F., II.4.G.

Incorporate universal design standards in exhibition, performance, and event planning.
PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY:   Office of Human Rights; Cultural Development Division
NOTATION:      Goal III; Outcome III.1: Strategic Activity III.1.E.

AdAdvocate for affordable housing across the City, and support development of a “creative village” with artist live-work 
spaces.
PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY:   Economic Development Department; Cultural Development Division
NOTATION:      Goal V; Outcome V.4: Strategic Activities V.4.A., V.4.B.

Actively promote the value and importance of diversity that is fully representative of the City on municipal and
community-wide boards, committees, and other decision-making bodies.
PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY:   City Manager’s Office; Human Resources Department; Diversity Officer 
NNOTATION:      Goal III; Outcome III.2: Strategic Activity III.2.A.

Actively promote the value and importance of diversity that is fully representative of the community on local non-profit 
boards, community coalitions, and other communal organizations.
PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY:   Greater Worcester Community Foundation; Worcester Regional Chamber of Commerce
NOTATION:      Goal III; Outcome III.2: Strategic Activity III.2.B.

Partner with the college & university admissions offices to promote Worcester as a desirable destination for prospective 
students.
PRIMAPRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY:   Higher Education Consortium of Central Mass
NOTATION:      Goal III; Outcome III.3: Strategic Activity III.3.C.

Strengthen partnerships to establish clear guidelines and create more pathways for artists and cultural organizations to 
enrich the lives of students and their families both during and after school.
PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY:   Worcester Public Schools, Worcester Cultural Coalition
NOTATION:      Goal IV; Outcome III.2: Strategic Activities IV.2.A., IV.2.B.

Provide development services and investment funds for new creative enterprises.
PRIMAPRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY:   Business Development Division
NOTATION:      Goal V; Outcome V.1: Strategic Activity V.1.E.

Design and launch an artist-in-residence program in such environments as municipal government, business and
neighborhoods to incorporate creative design on the front-end of projects.
PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY:   City Manager’s Office
NOTATION:      Goal V.; Outcome V.2; Strategic Activity V.2.B.

Advocate for an allocation in the City budget to support public art, artist residencies and special events which support
ccreative placemaking.
PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY:   Worcester Cultural Coalition
NOTATION:      Goal V; Outcome V.3: Strategic Activity V.3.E.

TOP 20 PRIORITIES 
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Goals, Outcomes and Strategic Activities
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Goals, Outcomes and Strategic Activities
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IMPLEMENTATION



City/city – When capitalized, the word City refers to Worcester’s municipal government as in, and short for, the City of Worcester 
versus the word city when not capitalized refers to the people and places within the geographic area that is known as Worcester.

Civic Organizations – The range of formal (as in nonprofit organizations) and informal groups that apply their efforts to the
improvement of the community as a whole or in relation to specific dimensions of community life and wellbeing. Wide-ranging
ininterests include business development, philanthropy, environmental or historic preservation and/or education, activism related to 
violence, youth development, or neighborhood interests, among many others.

Complete Streets – A term referring to the design and construction of fully accessible street and sidewalk networks that
accommodate a wide range of transportation modes including walking and the use of bikes, scooters, wheelchairs, automobiles, 
etc., as well as festivals, parades, protests, and other appropriate activities in public spaces.

Creative Expression (or practices) – The multitude of art-making activities that can be both individual and collective. An
individual may paint, maindividual may paint, make craft items, write, or take photographs; a group of people in a community may practice dance, music, 
or make and share traditional foods together. The possible types and variety of activities are virtually limitless. 

Creatives/Creative Workers – An inclusive term for artists, entrepreneurs, and those working in creative fields and enterprises. 
In addition to art forms of all disciplines, these typically include architecture, design, fashion, gaming, media, publishing, software 
development, writing, among other areas.

Districts Districts – Defined geographic areas within a city with clear boundaries, purpose, and identity. The term may refer to an officially 
designated district or an informal area that is commonly known to contain a cluster of retail, commercial, or industrial activity. 
Cities can assign special zoning, taxation, or other restrictions or benefits to properties within a district, or a district can be in 
name only.

DiDiversity/Diverse Communities – Diversity generally refers to people who embody demographic characteristics such as race, 
ethnicity, gender, cultural practices, religion, and national origin as distinguished from the perceived dominant white, 
born-in-the-United States population. In some cases it also includes age, accessibility, income, and ideologies. Diverse
communities generally refer to groups of people who identify with an ethnic or religious group or collective National origin.

Entrepreneurship – The act of forming and starting a new enterprise such as a business, a nonprofit or social action group.
EntEntrepreneurs are the individuals who form and launch the enterprises. (Also see Creatives) 

Equity (or social equity) – A concept that applies concerns of justice and fairness to social policy and has been used since the 
1960s in institutional contexts, including education and public administration. Equity represents a value in which everyone has 
what they need to survive and to thrive relative to their unique condition. It is distinct from “equality” in which everyone is treated 
the same.  

Multi-modal (transportation) – Refers to a mix of transportation modes employed for movement of people and goods.
Typically the Typically the term refers to an accessible mix of three or more modes such as trains, busses, automobiles, trucks, bicycles,
scooters, walking, and other vehicles.
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Neighborhoods – Geographic clusters that typically include homes, and often include parks, businesses, schools, and other
institutions. They may be officially defined or self-defined by those within the cluster and usually have a name or identity to which 
people feel connected.

Nodes – A hub or center of neighborhood activity that typically includes a mix of retail, recreation and/or social, cultural, or
educational educational facilities. A node is often as small as the corner of four contiguous blocks and rarely larger than a cluster of two or 
three block corners that might then be considered a commercial district. A linear commercial area of three blocks or longer would 
be considered a corridor.

Placemaking Placemaking – A multi-faceted approach to the planning, design and management of public spaces. Placemaking capitalizes on 
a local community's assets, inspiration, and potential, with the intention of creating public spaces that promote people's health, 
happiness, and wellbeing. While public spaces are generally the focus, a key value of placemaking includes connections between 
private residential and commercial spaces and the public realm.

Public art – Artwork in any media that has been planned and executed in the physical public domain, usually outside and
accessible to all. Public art is significant within the art world as it signifies a working practice of site specificity, community
ininvolvement, and collaboration. Public art may include any art exhibited or performed in a public space including publicly
accessible buildings. The relationship between the content and audience, what the art is saying and to whom, can be just as
important if not more important than its physical location.

Public space – A physical place that is owned and controlled by any level of government and generally open and accessible to 
people. Roads (including pavement and sidewalks), public squares, parks, and beaches are typically considered public space. To a 
limited extent, government buildings open to the public, such as public libraries are public spaces, although they tend to have
rrestricted areas and limits upon use. Although not considered public space, privately owned buildings or property visible from 
sidewalks and public thoroughfares may affect the public visual landscape, for example, by outdoor advertising.

Stewardship – Generally recognized as the acceptance or assignment of responsibility to safeguard and shepherd things of 
value on behalf of a broader community of neighbors, citizens, or colleagues. Typically things of value include the natural
environment, upkeep of public spaces such as parks, sidewalks, monuments, or public buildings, or the wellbeing of a community 
resource such as a school, cultural space or tradition, or nonprofit organization. 

StStreetscaping – The physical and visual elements of a street, including the road, adjoining buildings, sidewalks, street furniture, 
trees, and open spaces, etc., that combine to form the street's character and functionality.

WWayfinding – A thoughtfully designed set of symbolic and informational signs, placards, works of art, and storytelling that help 
people orient to their location and to navigate from place to place. Wayfinding systems may be as simple as a set of directional 
street signs or more a more complicated mix of designs in the built environment and informational systems, including web-based 
systems that contain historical or other data as to the meaning of the place and its relationship to nearby or related places.

GLOSSARY OF TERMS
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PROJECT CHAIRS
Edward M. Augustus, Jr., City Manager, City of Worcester
Ann T. Lisi, President & CEO, Greater Worcester Community Foundation
Erin Williams, Executive Director, Worcester Cultural Coalition

PROJECT CORE TEAM
Che Anderson, Project Manager, Office of the City Manager, City of Worcester
Jonathan Cohen, PJonathan Cohen, Program Officer, Greater Worcester Community Foundation
Erin Williams, Cultural Development Officer, City of Worcester

PROJECT CONSULTANTS
Creative Community Builders, Minneapolis, MN
Tom Borrup | Harry Waters

BARR FOUNDATION ADVISORS  
San San Wong, Director of Arts & Creativity
SueEllen KSueEllen Kroll, Program Officer, Arts & Creativity
  
ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
Ellen Dunlap | Amanda Gregoire | Kate Kerr | Stephanie Mireku | Paul Morano | Victor Pacheco | Casey Starr | Carolyn Stempler |
Jayna Turchek | John Vo | William Wallace 

PHOTOGRAPHY AND DESIGN 
Louis Despres | Travis Duda | Donna Dufault | Scott Erb | Nikki Erskine | Joe Jacobs  | Robyn Lewis  | David Long  | Chelsea Oulette  | 
TTroy Thompson | Hank Von Hellion 

COMMUNITY PARTICIPANTS  
Alaa Abusalah | Esther Adu | Cyrus Alexander | Nav Anand | Christina Andreoli | Christina Andrianopoulos | Rob Antonelli | Nicole Apostola | 
Richard Ardizzone | Greg Asare | Dani Babineau | Peter Bacchiocchi | Bob Bachelder | Elizabeth Bacon | Greg Baker | Jan Barlow | Eric Batista | 
Paul Belsito| Eileen Berger | Chantel Bethea | Maureen Binienda | Kristine Bostek | Jonathan Brennand | Kara Brindisi | Sarah Brown | Greg 
Byrne | Jane Campion | Ryan Canuel | Mateo Carvajal | Deb Cary | Kerry Castorano | Suja Chacko | Christina Chappell | Amy Chase | Cristi
Collari  | Zachariah Combs | Collari  | Zachariah Combs | Kerry Conaghan | Mary Conley | Sarah Connell | Bethany Connolly | Shaun Connolly | Joe Cox | Maritza Cruz | Eric 
Cruze | Rebecca Davis | Paul Dell'Aquila | Lisa Drexhage | Yvette Dyson | Nikki Erskine | Yaffa Fain | Juliet Feibel | Samantha Fiakofi | Adrien 
Finlay | Allen Fletcher | Warner Fletcher |  Luis Fraire  | Mark Fuller | Kathleen Gagne| Timothy Garvin | Jessica Genna | Angel Geronimo |
Katherine Grady | Nancy Greenberg | Barbara Guertin | Gloria Hall | Shane Hall | Meaghan Hardy-Lavoie | Mike Hendrickson | Honee Hess |
Scarlett HoScarlett Hoey | Avra Hoffman | Sue Hunt | Kelly Hurley | Kham Inthirath | Mona Ives | Erin Jansky | Shelese Johnson | Parlee Jones | Glenn 
Juchno | Fred Kaelin | Mary Keefe | Sarah Kelly | Lisa Kirby Gibbs | Judi Kirk | Tracy Kraus| Lynn Kremer| Nel Lazour | Lisa Leach | Timmary 
Leary | Tim Loew | Cora Long | Linda Looft| Tom Lucci | Theresa Lyn | Ed Madaus | Thanhnt Mai | Joyce Mandell | Heather Mangione | Victoria 
Mariano | Laura Marotta | Sam Martin | Quinn Matthews | Michelle May | Kristin Mayotte | Nadia McGourthy | Kate McIntyre | Sarah Meigs | 
Jake Messier | Rick Miller | Ann Molloy | Kelly Momberger| Meghan Montaner | Mary Murph  | Christine Murray | Tim Murray | Joy Murrieta | Liz 
Myska | GinMyska | Ginger Navickas | Quy Nguyen | David Nicholson | Chris O'Keeffe | Kyla Pacheco | Deborah Packard | Stephanie Pasha | Amy Peterson 
| Sherry Pitcher | Jake Poplaski | Christine Proffitt | Stephanie Ramey | Hilda Ramirez | Gail Randall | Jennifer Reilly | Dennis Rice | Mary Ritter 
| Giselle Rivera-Flores | Stephen Rolle | Carmen Rosado | Laurie Ross | Brenda Safford | Tomo Sakai | Kerri Salwa | Jake Sanders | Anh Vu 
Sawyer | Amanda Schall | Darcy Schwartz | Lindiana Semidei | Ruth Seward | Jan Seymour | Mark Shelton | Sarah Shugrue | Troy Siebels | 
Lynn Simmons | Michelle Smith | Sarah Smongeski | Shahbaz Soofi | Chief George Spring | Birgit Straehle | Adam Thielker | Eric Torkornoo |
Michael Traynor | John Trobaugh | Jayna Turchek | Karen Valentine Goins | Dolly Vasquez | Mike Vigneux | John Vo | Hank VonHellion | Julian 
Wade | Matt Wally | Matthias Waschek | Charlie Washburn | Kristin Waters | Jeanine Went | Meridith Wesby | Stanley Wilson | George Yancey | 
Pat Yancey | Kaska Yawo | Tara Young | Close to 1,000 local residents who completed the online survey
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SPECIAL THANKS TO

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT:
City of Worcester Cultural Development Office
worcesterma.gov  |  (508) 799-1400

Worcester Cultural Coalition
worcesterculture.org  |  (508) 799-1400

Greater Worcester Community Foundation
ggreaterworcester.org   |  (508) 755-0980
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